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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing the data platform for a global retail
company. The company operates during normal working hours in
each region. The analytical database is used once a week for
building sales projections. Each region maintains its own
private virtual network.
Building the sales projections is very resource intensive and
generates upwards of 20 terabytes (TB) of data.
Microsoft Azure SQL Databases must be provisioned.
You need to provision Azure SQL Database instances.
How should you provision the database instances? To answer,
drag the appropriate Azure SQL products to the correct
databases. Each Azure SQL product may be used once, more than
once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between
panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two methods can a Citrix Administrator use to configure
the Delivery Controller location for Virtual Delivery Agent
(VDA) registration? (Choose two.)
A. Specify during the VDA installation.
B. Create a Group Policy Object (GPO).
C. Modify the settings of the Machine Catalog.
D. Modify the registry of the Delivery Controller.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
To create a 64-bit aggregate, which optional
switch/flag/parameter/option to the aggr create command must be
included?
A. L 64
B. l 64
C. b 64
D. B 64
E. No optional switch/flag/parameter/option is needed because
64-bit aggregates are the default
Answer: D
Explanation:
http://www.netapp.com/us/system/pdf-reader.aspx?m=tr-3786.pdf&a
mp;cc=us
The command to create a 64-bit aggregate is the same aggr
create command that is present in Data ONTAP7G for aggregate
creation. The aggr create command has a new flag, -B, to
specify
the type of aggregate tocreate. It takes a value of either 32
or 64 and creates the respective type
of aggregate. Therefore the aggrcreate command with -B 64
creates a 64-bit aggregate. The aggr
create command without the -B flag bydefault creates a 32-bit
aggregate.
Here are some commands for creating different aggregate types
in Data ONTAP 8.0:
Creating a 64-bit aggregate:
aggr create aggr_64 -B 64 5
Creating a 32-bit aggregate using -B flag:
aggr create aggr_32 -B 32 5
Creating a 32-bit aggregate without using -B flag:
aggr create default_aggr_32 5
Note: the man pages do not include this option in later
versions of DOT because 64-bit is now the
default.
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